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Magnetized Target Fusion (MTF):
A Low-Cost Fusion Development Path

Irvin R. Lindemuth, Richard E. Siemon,Ronald C. Kirkpatrick,
Robert E. Reinovs@

L.asAlamosNational Laboratory
Los Alamos NM USA

Abstract

Simple tmnspmt-basedscaling laws are &rived to show that a density ml
time regime intermediate betweemconventional magnetic confinement ad
conventionalinertial confinementofkrs attmctivereductionsin system size ad
energy when Compad to magnetic confinement and attmtive reductions in
hdng power and intensity when compmed to inertial cdinement. This
intesmdiatepm’amete rspaceappea mtobemadilyaccessibleby existing and H
telm pulsed power technologies. Hence, the technology of the Megagauss
conferencesopensup an attractivepath to controlledthemomdear fusion.

Introduction

Inthemore thanthree dxxuk30f the Megagauss umf~remddle
progresshas beemma&in magnetic flux compressiontechnologyfor gemxating
ultrahigh magndic fields and intense, multimcgampereelectricalcumcnts. One
of the initial motivations fbr the developmentof this technology has beem
contdkxi thermonuclearfusion. However, it is only in light of recent
&vdopments that the technology of the Megagausa ccnfcreaces Canbe
consideredto providea complementaryappromhto the two conventionalfusion
-ha, mma ~fimat (MFE, or magnetic fusion energy), ss now
embodiedprimady in tokamaks,and inertial confinementfusion (ICF), as now
embodied primdy in laser driven targets. With proponents proposing cr
building two multi-billiondollar, multi-yearnext-generationfldities (TIER, cr
Intonational Toddal ExperimentalReactor, for MFE, and NIF, or National
Ignition Facility, for KY?),the conventionalqroadca have n=ded a fimding
crossroads. In this paper,we presentargumentswhy camdled fusion may now
be possible at substantiallylowercost than the maidine approach%.

The plasma conditions that are 2w@mdto achievecontded thermonuclear
fusion am well known. b gend these conditions ae stated as an ion
temperatum,T*,greaterthan4 keV and eithera numberdensity/con6nement-time
producqnl greaterthan 1(Y4S/cm’(the “Lawsoncriterion”for MFE) or an meal
density, pR, greater than 0.4 g/cm2. It is the inabilityof any approachto obtain
all of the nquid conditions simultaneously that has ihstmtd fusion
meaders, andevenafterfmty yearsof incmsing knowledgeabout the behavicx



of plasmas, there nmaina no guaranteethat next-generationmachines, after a
major capital investment will finally ddeve the long soughtgoal.

Morethanfourdecades ofplasmareseamhhas shown that pa’-”
presents the major impediment to ddeving fusion conditions. As shown
recentlyby Siemonet uL [1], the requiredentxgyandphysical size of both MFE
and ICF systems can be estimated with knowledgeof the applicablediffusion
coefficient that dcteminea plasma transport The beginning point for such
estimates is a diffusionequationthat is integratedover a volume and Gauss’s
theoremapplied

a—.-VO(DVQ)+
c%

-SDVQ (1)

whereQ can be a plasma quantity such as density, temperature,or magnedc
field, D is the diffhaioncoefficien~%is the characteristictransportrime,V is the
volume, S is the surbce enclosing the volume, ~ in the ~ht-hand equation,
Q and VCIam“average”quantities. ‘l%eaveragegmdienLthe volume, and the
surfacecan be relatedto a charxleristic dimensiw a x

VQ=-:; V=m3; :=ya (2)

wherewe, and y are geometricfactors.
We now make the observation that for minimum system size, the fusion

burn rimeand the characteristicplasma heating iime musf be comparableto the
transportcharacteristictime, i.e.,

(3)

whtxeL is the Lawson criterion and n is the plasma ion density. Combining
Eqs. 1-3,we arrive at an estimate for the minimumfusion systemsizex

DL
a2=—

ayz
(4).

Once thesize isdetednd thecmespdm “ g minimum plasma mass,
minimum thermal energy, and minimum heating power, respectively, Kquired
for the fusion fuel follow:

~= ~i=’; Ep = 3nkTEa3; ~ = ~ (5)
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wheremi is the avemge ion mass, k is the Boltzmannconstan~ and T is the
plasmatemperatum.

Eqs.4and 5giveminimum requ&dplasma parameters interms of the
transportdiffusioncoefficient,the plasmatemperamre,the Lawson criterion, the
plasma density, and geometry depenht quantities. Various plasma transport
diffusion coefficientscan be found in the literature. For example, Gross [2]
gives ion and electronthemnalconductivities,whichcan be Aated to a difkion
coefficientby the relationshipbK/(3nk), whereK is the appropriatethermal
conductivity. As shown by Gross, the thermalconductivitypeqmdicular to a
magnetic field can be substantially xeducedwhen cunpamd to the thermal
conductivitywithout a magnetic field. This providesthe basic motivation fm
magneticconiimement.However,as Grossand otherauthorsdiscuss,many early
attemptsto confimeplasmasmagneticallyencountmedBohm diffusion, a process
that &cmasedinversely with the magne$icfiel~ rather than inversely with the
square of the magnetic f~ld as the “classical”WTusion peqmdbk to a
magneticfield.

Conventional approaches to fusion

From Gross we derivethe following expmssiom for three plasma diftksion
coefficients

7+12

D“ = 5.99 X 1010—
nln A

/31nA
D’ = 4.53X 1013—

T312 (6)

DB =6.48x K)9P’~’2

where D* is the electmndomimtd thermal diffmkmi ntheabsexeofa
magnetic field, D’ is the ion-dominated“classical”thermal diffusion across a
magnetic field, and @’ represents Bohm behavior. In Eq. 6, the -on
coefficientshave units of cm2/s for temperate in Kelvin @pees and plasma
density in l/cm3. In Eq. 6, we have introduceddimensionlessquantities, f3(the
ratio of plasmapressureto magneticpressme)and the “Coulomblogarithm.”

We now explore the implications of Eq. 6. For simplicity, in all of our
subsequentanalysis, we will use a plasma Wnpemtm T=l.16 x 1(? % (lo
kev), a Lawson criterion,L, of 3 x ld’ s/cm3,and a presure ratio xl. We
will also ignore the slow variation in the Coulomb 10J@Ju *g is ~US

to be a constant with value 10. And we will assume that the tern-



gradientscale factor-1. We note that each of the difkion coefficientsin Eq.
6 scales diilmntly with plasma density, n, ad we note that the classical
diffhsionscross the magneticfieidis in&pendentof n at fixed~.

Fmt considerthe caseof steady state behaviorwithout a magnetic field. At
T=1OkeV, the plasma pressureis givenby p(in atm)=3.2x 1014/n. Steadystate
operation nsquiresa pressurein the 1-10 atm range, e.g., n=l(Y4/cm3. Using
sphericalgeometry(s4.189, pO.333) and substituting Do from Eq. 6 into Eq.
4, we find that the minimum requiredsystem size is 2.79 x ld cm, i.e.,
approximately20% of the diameterof the earth. Furthermore,Eqs. 4 and 5 kzui
to a requiredplasma thermal energyof 4.39 x 1(P J, an amount exceedingthe
energyreceivedby the earth fromthe sun in some 300days. Hence,we ccnclude
that a steady-state,unmagnetizedfusionsystemis impossibleon earth.

At 1014/cm3,the Bohmdiffusioncoefficientof Eq. 6 is substantially smallex
than themmgndzd case. However,even a Bohm-like reduction in thermal
conductiondoesnot lead to a practicalsteady-statefi@on system. Eqs. 4 and 5
give a characteristicdimensionof 7.9 km and a nqired thermalenergyof 1GJ.

For toroidal geometry (e.g., tokamaks)with a major radius 3.5 times larger
than the minor radius (s=69.1, @.5), IY of Eq. 6 leads to a “ckwsical”stmdy-
state magm%zd plasma system size of qpmxkue ly 46.7 cm. However,
extensive reseamh on toroidal gcmnetries have to date found scaling.appmxmwly 30 times largerthan classical, i.e., a Wfusion COetYii of NY
cm2/s. llda value leads to a system size of 245 cm, which is to be comparedto
the ITER design minor radius of 171 cm. Accordhg to Eq. 5, the requhed
thermalenergy is 487 MJ and the_ heating power is 163 MW, numbers
which are again comparableto ITER. It is the large volume and large heating
requirementsthat lead to ITERs multi-billiondollarconstructioncosts.

Whraeasa steady-state,mmgnakd fhsion system is impossible, ICF is
based upon a pulsed system. Accding to Lindl [3], to match the NIF @z
with target requirements,the target“hot @“density will be about 3 x lF/cm3
(k@Sedupon an initial targetmdiusof 0.087cm, a radial convergenceof 36, and a
fd are-aldensity, pR, of about 0.3 g/cm~. Note that this density is mom thau
11 crders of magnitude higher than the MFB steady-statedensity. For this
density, the estimatesabovelead to a chan@sWc size of 9.4 pm (compamdto
Z~fa~mdahAg pwerof WW(-@mtie~~_
powerof 500 TW).

The plasmaheatingmedanism in ICF is compressed pdV heating. Eqs.
4 and 5 permit an estimate of the m@ed implosion velocity. The heating
intensity is the heating power, P~, divided by the surface mea S. The
cmespmMg implosion velocity is given by dividing the intensity by the
pIasmapressluw

&/s=3y—.
‘i= 2nkT 2L an

m.



Since D“ of Eq. 6 is invemely proportional to n, a @q. 4) is invemely
-MI to n. Hence, the implosion velocity, vi, is hdepedat of n.
Evaluating E@.7, we find that the requiredimplosion velocity for ICF is 46.6
cm/W, which is comparableto the NIF target velocity of41 cm/p.s [3]. It is
this high velocity, with the high power and intensity
requirements,that leads to the multi-billiondollarcost of NW.

Magnetized Target Fusion

The simple estimates give ~ pametas for MFE, where the fusion
fuel is ~ and for ICF, where the fuelisunmagnetiz.ed. The same
procedurescanbe appliedto plasmas having megagaussmagnetic fields. At 10
MG ami @l, the plasma density is 1.24 x lP/cm3, a value more-or-lesshe
geometricmean of the densitiesfor MFE and KY. At this density, the burn
time, for L=3 x 1014s/cm3,is 2.4 W.

For 1.24 x lP/cm3, D’ of Eq. 6 (classical transport) applied to cylinders
with a length-to-diameterratio of 3.3 (s=20.73, ~.5) leads to minimum
requiredsystemsize,mass, thermalenergy,and heating power of 0.042 cm, 0.8
ug, 3.37 kJ, snd 1.13 GW, respectively. The more pessimistic Bohm
coefficient P of Eq. 6, leads to 0.17 cm, 57 kg, 65 kJ, and 27 GW. In this
intermediatedensityregime,the systemsizessnd energiesam substantiallylowex
thanmqubed for MFEwhile atthesametirne therequiredpowezismorethsn
threeordersof magnitudeless thanrequiredfor ICF.

To this poinL our analysis of the intermediatedensity regime has bom
_ h has not Wdresed a specific heating mechanism. Howevex, if

compressionrdheating is consi~ then *, 7 gives an implosion velocity d
0.013 cm/~ for classical difhsion and 0.05 cm/ps for Bohm diffusion.
Obviously, all estimates am minimum requirements snd experiem would
suggest that minimumparametersshouldbe substantiallyexceedt@impossible.

As evkkmcedby a number of papers in these pmcedngs, the timescale,
energy, and implosion velocity requinxiat the intermediatedensity have alredy
been exceded by imploding liners. Hence, awessing the inte3n3ediatedensity
regime by compressing a mgnedmd plasma by a magnetically driven liner
appearsparticularlyatlxactive. We refer to this approachas Magmtkd Target
Fusion (MTF), with the word “target” implying that the fuel is heated by
implosion in a manner similar to that of ICF. In Russa this approachis
known as MAGO(seepapersin thesepmmedings).

The simple estimates pmented in this paper provide the motivation fcr
MTF. Similar results using otherplasma transportmodelshave previously been
mparted [11. More complete, fidly time+endmt numerical simulations of
~ *gets can be found in the literature [e.g., 4,5]. These more
complete models 1A to the same conclusion opemting in the intmndate
&nsity regime has many potential advantages over the more conventional
_ches. h fa@ the parameltxspace in which magnetizedtargets am apt to
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work is far more extensive than the parameterspwe of the more conventional
~~

The most obvious advantageof MX’Fis a potential cost reduction. As
shown in this paper, the MFE constraintof steady-stateoperationml the ICF
constraint of pulsed operation without mgnetic tields kad to the m@wnents
for expensive facilities. @ the other hand existing Disk Explosive I@netic
Gemmtors (DEMG) axi the Los Alamos Atlas capacitor bank akady un&r
construction (see papers in these pceedings), and perhaps the Air Force
Research Labomtory Shivs-Star -itm bsnk, appear more than akquate to
achievethe long-sought goal of “scientificbreak+xm” in fusion mseach via
MTF.

A number of members around the worldhave mognimd the aurwtiveness
of the intermediatedensity regime. In Gctober, 1997, the Fiit International
Workshop on Magnetizd Target Fusion was held in Pleasanton, Ca. in
conjunction with an IABA Technical Committee Meeting on Innovative
Approachesto Fusion Energy. At the combinedmeetings, MTF-relatedpapas
were pesented by authors from the US, Russ@ Canada Fnun, and New
Zealand. A collection of presentationsat these meetings is available from the
authors of this paper. The presentations er@@zed the point that various
combinations of plasma formation systems and implosion systems appear
feasible(seealso papersin theseProddings).

We believe the technology of the Megagauss conferencesopens up this
attractive and unexpkxed path to controlled fusion. MTF is clearly still a
mseamh topic, and substantial fusion yield has not yet been dmmtmtd
Although some physics mwamhtk exix no insurmountableobstdes have
been identified. The basic drkr technologymquhedfor demonslmth of MTF
clearly exists. MTF is certakdy an “orthogonal” annplementary alternate to
MFE and ICF. Because MTFisqualitatively diffaent from MFE axi
ICF-different rime,length, amldensity scalesAWfF fusion ~ will have
difiizent chamcterktks and trade+fs increasingthechsnces thatapmctic.al
fish powerschemecan be found.
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